May 30
Tues.

Korea Times-Hankook Ilbo Endowed Chair & Sa I Gu Book Reception

Please join a celebration for Kyeyoung Park, the Korea Times-Hankook Ilbo Endowed Chair in Korean American Studies (2022-2027) and publication of *Sa-I-Gu: Korean and Asian American Journalists Writing Truth to Power*. Location: UCLA James West Alumni Center - Founders Room


June 1
Thurs.

Book Talk: Alicia Gaspar de Alba presents Crimes of the Tongue


Location: CSRC Library, 144 Haines Hall

Event website: [https://www.chicano.ucla.edu/events/book-talk-alicia-gaspar-de-alba-presents-crimes-tongue](https://www.chicano.ucla.edu/events/book-talk-alicia-gaspar-de-alba-presents-crimes-tongue)

June 2–18
Fri.–Sun.

Imagining Indigenous Cinema: New Voices, New Visions

In the post-Standing Rock era of increased Native visibility, Indigenous artists influenced by personal backgrounds and intergenerational experiences are creating an explosive awakening. Bursting with thought-provoking and genre-defying explorations, *Imagining Indigenous Cinema: New Voices, New Visions* spotlights a generation of innovative, Indigenous filmmakers working with the moving image today.

Location: Billy Wilder Theater at the Hammer Museum

Event website: [cinema.ucla.edu/iic](http://cinema.ucla.edu/iic)

June 6
Tues.

Never Forget: Online Exhibition of Archival Posters & Oral Histories from the Transnational Movement against Martial Law in the Philippines

Featuring a significant moment in the history of one of the largest Asian American ethnic groups in California, *Never Forget* aims to strengthen intergenerational connections within the community as it builds broader understandings of shared experiences and solidarities toward a more just future.

Event website: [https://neverforgetposters.eventbrite.com/](https://neverforgetposters.eventbrite.com/)

Follow us: [uclaiac](https://www.facebook.com/uclaiac) [@IACatUCLA](https://twitter.com/IACatUCLA) [@uclaiac](https://instagram.com/uclaiac)